nsu Multimedia
Conference
Saturday, January 28, 2017
9:00 a.m. – 4:00 p.m.
Carl DeSantis Building
Registration begins at 8:15 a.m.
Internship Fair from 11:00 a.m. –2:00 p.m.

This event is sponsored by the Office of Student Media.
Special thanks to the College of Arts,
Humanities and Social Sciences for their continued support.
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NSU Multimedia Conference
8:15 a.m. – 8:45 a.m............................................................................................................................ Registration
Sales Institute, Room 3000
Continental Breakfast
9:00 a.m. – 9:50 a.m.................................................................Getting that First Job: What Employers Look For
Room 3045
Guest Speaker: Howard Saltz, Editor of the Sun-Sentinel newspaper
Getting hired is not an exact science. But this session will suggest things you can do to improve your chances. It’ll
also examine why many employers behave as they do, and why the hiring process is risk-averse. (In other words, that
necktie might not be a bad investment.)

Media Ethics: How to Expect the Unexpected
Room 3046
Guest Speaker: Kim Segal, Public Defender and Former CNN Supervising Producer

Reporters on the job and under deadline often encounter ethical dilemmas that require them to make — and live
with — split-second decisions. Young journalists are armed with significant power and discretion early in their
careers. Join us to explore common dilemmas you may encounter on the job.

Living the Question: Tips for the Real World
Room 3047
Guest Speakers: Keren Moros, Assistant Editor at Lifestyle Media Group

Ever daydream about the future and wonder what it’s really like for a recent grad in the real working world? Find out
with this session, which offers advice and real talk on the day-to-day grind of working for a local magazine company.

Learn it and Kern it: Adventures in Graphic Design
Room 3044
Guest Speakers: Carli Lutz, Chief of Visual Design and Aidan Rivas
Visual Design Assistant at Nova Southeastern University’s student-run newspaper The Current.

Join Carli Lutz and Aidan Rivas as they guide you through the basics of graphic design knowledge. Explore the
wonderful world of typefaces, colors, and making things prettier in general and learn what to do and what not to do
when making that next flyer or invitation to your graduation party.

Writing Stories Your Audience Cares About
Guest Speaker: Grace Ducanis, Co-Editor-in-Chief, Jacqueline Lytle, Co-Editor-in-Chief & Jenna Kopec,
Features Editor at Nova Southeastern University’s student-run newspaper The Current
Room 3048

What’s the point of printing stories your audience can’t relate to? In this workshop, learn how to find and write
stories that will capture and resonate with readers. Discover strategies to keep up with public opinion, engage your
community and expand your audience base. If it doesn’t catch readers’ attention, it’s not good journalism.

10:00 a.m. –10:50 a.m........................................................................... ........Journalism Ethics in the Digital Era
.
Room 3045
Guest Speaker: Howard Saltz, Editor of The Sun-Sentinel
An era in which everyone can be a publisher poses new ethical challenges. What are they? What factors should into
ethical decision-making? What happens when journalism is done by non-journalists? Does the medium matter?
Should all of journalism’s traditional values remain intact? Some real-world examples; what would you do?

Being an Actor’s Director: Learning How to Speak to Actors
Room 3031
Guest Speaker: Robert Adanto, Director of Film/TV Production at
NSU University School and Documentary Filmmaker

Many filmmakers feel more comfortable “directing through the camera” than engaging actors in an effort to create
dynamic, multi-layered character portrayals. Most of it has to do with their inability to speak about “through-line”
and “super-objectives,” ideas actors use to ground themselves in the imaginary world of a film. This session will
provide tips for getting better performances from your actors.
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Put Your Best Foot Forward Online
Room 3032
Guest Speaker: Whitney Lehmann, Assistant Professor of Communication at Nova Southeastern University

Learn how to create an online portfolio that you can use to market yourself when seeking jobs and internships.

Photojournalism
Room 3034
Guest Speakers: David Muir, Photo-Artist and Author of “Pieces of Jamaica”

Telling the Story in a Single Photo: We will analyze how and when photographs can stand alone to tell a complete
story, drawing on examples. We will get practical and discuss ways to create memorable photos that tell the story, from
finding inspiration to shooting techniques.

Manner, Etiquette and Other ‘Old School’ Skills
Room 3048
Guest Speaker: Marcia Meskiel-Macy, East Coast/Florida Publishing Consultant for Balfour

What you need to know before you have that all-important job interview, before you are asked to meet a prospective
employer for lunch, before you purchase your ‘power suit’ can be covered in one 50-minute session. We’re going to have
fun, learn fast and be Ready-Set-Go for the Real World.

11:00 a.m. –11:50 a.m.......................................Copyediting A-B-Cs (Accuracy, Brevity, Clarity, and Consistency
.
Room 3035
Guest Speaker: Carol Reynolds-Srot, Associate Editor/Copywriter
in the Office of Publications at Nova Southeastern University
From correcting spelling, punctuation, and grammar to writing headlines and photo captions, learn what it takes to be
a copy editor.

Producing A Successful Documentary
Room 3031
Guest Speaker: Robert Adanto, Director of Film/TV Production
at NSU University School and Documentary Filmmaker

If the challenge and reward of documentary filmmaking excites you, but you don’t know where to start, this workshop
is for you! As an award-winning documentary filmmaker, Robert Adanto knows firsthand the unique demands of this
underpaid art form. He’ll take you through all the stages: from planning and choosing a topic, through post-production
and promotion of your final project. Creating a documentary that has a lasting impact is the goal, and this must begin
on day one.

So You Want to Get Into Sports Journalism
Room 3047
Guest Speaker: David Selig, Sports Editor for Sun Sentinel

Tips on how to make your work stand out. Advice on getting into the very competitive sports journalism field and how
the changing landscape has affected how we cover sports. An informal discussion with David Selig
Sun Sentinel’s Sport Editor.

Social Vibes: How to Achieve a Powerful Online Presence Using Everyday Social Media A
Room 3044
Guest Speaker: Kim Cohane Online Marketing and Social Media Coordinator
at Nova Southeastern University’s Office of University Relations

Do you use social media every day and want to make sure your posts don’t come back to haunt you? Take this
workshop to learn about social media best practices tailored to students! Discover fun and innovative ways to
showcase your work, update important privacy settings, and explore some of the most popular networks available.
#awesome

.

Playing Nicely with Time
Room 3048
Guest Speaker: Marcia Meskiel-Macy, East Coast/Florida Publishing Consultant for Balfour

If you tell yourself that you just need more Time or there’s never enough Time or “If only ... “ well, you get the picture.
Bring your watch, your smartphone and your old-school calendar. Let’s see what’s what with how you have said “yes.”
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Noon – 12:50 p.m......................................................................................................................................... Lunch
Lambda Phi Eta National Communication Honor Society Induction Ceremony
Sales Institute, Room 3000
1:00 p.m. – 1:50 p.m................................................................ Video Editing 101 with Sharks United Television
Room 3050
Guest Speakers: Jarrod Bailey, Assistant Director of Student Media at Nova Southeastern University, Andres
Zavarce, Station Manager, Toussaint Campbell, Public Relations and Social Media Manager, Michael Lynn
Production Manager, and Samantha Villarroel Camera Operator and Editor at Sharks United Television
Whether you are in the industry or not, basic video editing knowledge is a huge plus. Join NSU’s SUTV staff in
reviewing the fundamental techniques of editing with Adobe Premiere Pro, organizing project files, syncing audio
with video footage, building a timeline, selecting music, color correction, and more.

Reel Music: How to Properly Select Music for Your Media Project
Room 3032
Guest Speaker: Jessica Collado, Assistant Professor of Music at Nova Southeastern University

This session is designed for aspiring filmmakers and/or those interested in the postproduction process of filmmaking.
It will provide essential knowledge on how to properly select music for various media projects.

Tweet Talk: How Your Social Media Skills Can Help You Get a Job
Room 3046
Guest Speaker: Corvaya Jeffries, Social Media Reporter at the Palm Beach Post

Your broadcast journalism and social media skills can help you land a job in the digital world.

Sports and Social Media: Teams, Players, and Fans
Room 3034
Guest Speaker: Stephen Andon, Assistant Professor, Department of Writing and Communication
at Nova Southeastern University’s College of Arts, Humanities and Social Sciences

This session features a closer look at the trends in social media as it pertains to sport. From team accounts that engage
in conversations and develop personalities to issues players face and the involvement and identity of fans, social
media is a hotbed for activity in the realm of sports. Dr. Andon will discuss case studies and best practices for both
future professionals and the fan looking to get into the action.

Open Source Opportunity: The Basics of WordPress
Room 3035
Guest Speaker: Alexandra Vaganova, IT and Digital Media Director at NSU’s Department of Student Media and
Danielle Pucillo, Multimedia Manager at Nova Southeastern University’s student-run newspaper The Current.
Are you interested in creating your own website? Do you want to publish your ideas worldwide with your own blog?
Learning the basics of WordPress can open up a world of opportunity for you to expand your networking capabilities
and increase your online presence. Promote your personal brand. Be proactive and think about the potential, put
yourself out there with WordPress.

2:00 p.m. – 2:50 p.m..................................How Social Media is Being Used in a Television/News Environment
Room 3035
Guest Speaker: Barb Besteni, Adjunct Professor at NSU and former Director of Integrated Media at NBC 6.com
Social media has turned into an everyday part of our lives and when news breaks, news organizations are turning to
social media to alert their community. Stations are relying on user-generated-content (photos and videos) to help
report stories. In this session, you will learn how local newsrooms are integrating social media into newscasts and the
challenges that accompany it.

Shoot Professional-Looking Videos with Your Smartphone
Room 3046
Guest Speaker: Corvaya Jeffries, Social Media Reporter at the Palm Beach Post

Learn, hands-on and in real time, to use your smartphone to capture clear sound and entertaining video to produce
compelling, short Web stories. You’ll also review examples of stories that make use of both A and B roll and how to
combine sound and pictures to build a video that grabs viewers and holds them to the end of the story. Bring your
phones and earbuds!
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Freelancing like a Boss
Room 3050
Jarrod Bailey, Assistant Director of Student Media at Nova Southeastern University

Are you a creative person interested in working for yourself, being a superstar in your field, and having a flexible
schedule? Learn the basics of freelancing in this interactive workshop. This session will focus on the following topics:
Strengthening networking skills, marketing yourself, creating a mission statement, setting goals, creating contracts,
pricing your services and, how to get, interact with, and keep client. No matter what level you are in school or your
career, what creative field you are in—or want to be in, this workshop is for you.

Traditional Media and Emerging Media in Today’s Communication World
Room 3047
Guest Speaker: Scott Pritchett, Business Development Manager at Redline Media Group

Traditional media. New media. Everyone has a story to tell, and it’s funny how the same facts get interpreted
differently by different people. They say figures don’t lie, but liars figure. That’s perhaps a little harsh, but count
on the fact that most people are using ‘spin’ to tell the story they want you to hear. Learn the truth about today’s
intersection of traditional media like newspapers, TV, radio and magazines and digital advertising, digital content,
music streaming, and more. Learn how to tell the story you want to tell, and also how to recognize when someone
is using ‘spin’ to sell you. Also, if you’ve seen and don’t like the new Billie Swamp Safari ads or Art Plumbing, AC &
Electric— you can take it up with Scott—but he’ll let you know why they were designed the way they were and why
they are working.

5 Tips for a Strong Start
Room 3044
Guest Speaker: Suzanne Delawar, Photographer & Cinematographer for Suzanne Delawar Studios

Establishing yourself can be one of the most exciting parts when beginning your career. Of course, we all want to be
successful, but when you’re new to an industry you may not be sure where to even start. With these 5 life-changing
tips, you’ll begin to take the first steps toward reaching your goals today.

3:00 p.m. – 4:00 p.m...................................................................................................... Professional Media Panel
Room 3000, Sales Institute
Learning can extend beyond the classroom. Hear from the pros about their careers and what they’ve learned along
the way.
•
•
•
•
•
•

Barb Bestini, former Director of Integrated Media at NBC6.com and current NSU Adjunct
Brandon Lopez, NBC 6 Social Media Producer
Keren Moros, Assistant Editor at Lifestyle Media Group
Sheli Muniz, NBC 6 Anchor
Scott Pritchett, Redline Media Group Business Development Manager
Suzanne Delawar, Suzanne Delawar Studios Photographer & Cinematographer
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Internship Fair
Gab Group

See representative at Room 3000 for more information regarding these internship opportunities.

The Gab Group is an award winning PR/Marketing Full Service Branding Company located in East Boca Raton.
Over 12 years they have yielded superior results in today’s multimedia marketplace. They are a unique brand agency specializing
in streamlined communications services with their unique ideas and culture. They are a one-stop agency for all things buzzworthy,
from brand-focused PR to strategic media positioning, from over-the-top special events to creative marketing tactics.
Internship Position: Graphic Design and PR/Marketing
PetMio
PetMio is a pet food-tech startup that uses wearable technology to create personalized pet food that is conveniently shipped to
the home. Over the past year, the Petmio team has been developing our brand and technology. We are now excited to launch our
Kickstarter campaign in March of 2017, and need passionate talent to do it.
Internship Position: Content Marketing Intern
At PetMio, we are passionate to do what is best for the dogs and cats we own, and those in the communities. The ideal candidate is
a pet lover at heart, and would love to write amazing, useful content for pet parents on PetMio digital platforms including our blog,
social media platforms, and emails. The candidate should be excited to grow and take ownership of these channels to showcase later
in a portfolio. The Director of Digital Marketing, Taylor Davis, will work closely with the candidate but she will also challenge the
intern.
SEO Brand
SEO Brand is an interactive marketing firm with over a decade’s worth of business experience in internet marketing services,
program integration and web development. At SEO Brand, our mission is to help you turn a profit from the traffic searching for
your service online. Our expertise in analysis, development and designs uniquely positions up to create a profitable experience for
every client.
Internship Position: Digital Marketing
We are looking for interns to participate in our digital marketing training program. You will learn the ins and outs of search engine
marketing, social media marketing, consumer psychology, website analytics, content development and data analysis. We off a $100/
week gas stipend. Also, you will be working with real clients!
The City of Pembroke Pines
The City of Pembroke Pines, Florida maintains a media department that provides its residents with news stories and more. We
broadcast locally on television and we also share our video content via social media. Pembroke Pines had its very own TV station
that educates and entertains the more than 160- thousand residents. We film events all around the city and put them together as
news segments or short form documentaries.
Internship Position: Media Production
We are looking for candidates that are interested in learning all facets of production – pre and post production. Also hard working
individuals with excellent computer and communication skills. Some of the responsibilities the job entitles are assisting in all
aspects of video, contributing to planning and story ideas, assisting in editing video projects and more.
Vista World Link
Founded by Roy Liemer, a thirty-year veteran in the satellite and production industry, and with corporate headquarters in South
Florida, VISTA opened its doors in 1988. VISTA pioneered value-added services to the media industry always maximizing a client’s
reach while effectively offering competitive prices. VISTA Worldlink measures its success from the success of its clients.
Today, VISTA continues to thrive under the leadership of Roy Liemer and his family, making VISTA one of the last independently
owned and operated company in the media industry.
VISTA’s independence provides the highly experienced sales team the flexibility to offer creative solutions. Our diverse relationships
with carriers and service providers worldwide distinguishes VISTA from the competition.
Throughout the years VISTA continues to bring commitment, expertise, creativity and a spirit to each project giving the corporation
the highest client retention rate in the industry
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Internship Position: Digital Media Center Intern
Join VISTA Worldlink’s Digital Media Center where you will learn how to log footage, edit highlight reels, work with clients, fulfill
requests, run tape duplication, digitize content, and more. Gain hands on experience in our new Integration Center and cutting
Edge Master Control Room where VISTA coordinates its media coverage from around the world.
Work directly with Professional Sport Leagues, an NCAA Division I Conference, Network Broadcasters, and many of our other
clients. Gain the professionalism to work on the technical side of broadcasting, expand your production skills, and have fun!
PR Assistant
Assistants and other entry-level employees in the PR field are often responsible for support, research, and administrative tasks when
they first start. This may include preparing client files, presentations, and schedules, as well as monitoring relevant media coverage,
assembling press kits, and fielding telephone calls from the media and clients. PR assistants may also distribute information between
media relations specialists and account executives within the firm.
As PR assistants gain experience, they may write and edit media materials, such as press releases, newsletters, reports, and
multimedia presentations. They may also help PR specialists develop communication strategies based on research and discussion
with the client. Other duties may include contacting media outlets to arrange press coverage, events, and conferences, and assisting
the client with speechwriting or coaching executives to deal with the media. The Public Relations Society of America (PRSA) notes
that PR assistants may gain expertise in audio and video production, public affairs, research, or editing.
Public relations assistants provide support and administrative to help establish and maintain a positive public image for their client.
They typically hold a bachelor’s degree with a background in communications or public relations.
Market Research Analyst
The Market Research Analyst is principally responsible for interpreting data, formulating reports and making recommendations
based upon the research findings. To accomplish this task, the Market Research Analyst works with the client (either internal or
external) to understand, define and document the overarching business object. The Market Research Analyst applies qualitative and
quantitative techniques to interpret the data and produce substantiated recommendations. Market Research Analysts frequently
present the findings and recommendations to the client.
Responsibilities:
• Communicating with clients to understand and document the business objectives
• Formulating analysis plans and acquiring client sign-off
• Designing or assisting in the development of questionnaires and moderator guides to ensure the necessary data is captured
• Conducting in-depth data analyses using traditional and advanced methods
• Authoring reports containing actionable recommendations
• Making presentations—answering questions and instilling confidence
Requirements:
• Knowledge within the custom Market Research industry
• Strong analytic and critical thinking skills
• Exceptional written, oral, and presentation communication abilities
• Expertise with Excel, PowerPoint, and SPSS/SAS
• Bachelors degree in business, mathematics, or the sciences
Junior Video Editor
The day-to-day tasks performed by junior editors involve a high level of technical expertise and attention to detail. Professionals are
required to have extensive working knowledge of sophisticated editing software, such as Avid, Final Cut Pro or Premier, in order to
digitize or import audio and video footage. They must also organize footage in a way that conveys the intended message to target
audiences. Junior editors are also responsible for mastering finished products in time and archiving existing projects to ensure that
sufficient resources exist to allow for new projects.
Junior editors could also be expected to develop titles and motion graphics using software programs, such as Adobe Photoshop and
After Effects. Additionally, junior editors need to have strong communication skills, since they often work closely with clients and
other production personnel, such as audio engineers, production coordinators and lead editors. In some cases, junior editors might
be required to shoot their own footage or assist with other tasks, such as dubbing video masters, writing scripts or creating audio
recordings.
Junior video editors use editing software to compile video footage and computer graphics into a completed product. They may work
on projects such as commercials, films, or television shows.
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Guest Speakers
Adanto, Robert
Robert Adanto is a Los Angeles native currently based
in south Florida. A classically-trained actor and awardwinning documentary filmmaker, he earned his M.F.A.
in Acting from NYU’s Graduate Acting Program
and is a current fellow of the Sundance Institute
Documentary Program.

Campbell, Toussaint
Toussaint Campbell is a third year communication
studies major with a concentration in public relations
and marketing minor. Currently, Toussaint works as
the Public Relations and Marketing Manager for SUTV
and has contributed to The Current newspaper.

His documentaries have looked at China’s explosive
contemporary art scene (The Rising Tide 2008), the
lives and works of Iranian female artists (Pearls on the
Ocean Floor 2010), the impact of Hurricane Katrina on
the lives of New Orleans-based artists (City of Memory
2014), and radical “4th wave” feminist performance in
Brooklyn (The F Word 2015). He is currently working
on Born Just Now, a film looking at the Belgrade-based
performance artist, Marta Jovanović.

Cohane, Kim
Kim Cohane is a digital marketing professional
specializing in online advertising and social
media marketing. She worked for several years as
an operations engineer at Avasta/Navisite in San
Francisco, CA which was acquired by Time Warner and
became an international provider of enterprise-class,
managed applications and cloud services.

His films have screened at over 40 international film
festivals and have been presented at The Smithsonian
Institution; The Museum of Fine Arts, Boston; Los
Angeles County Museum of Art (LACMA); The
National Center for Contemporary Art in Moscow; The
Museum of Contemporary Photography in Chicago;
The National Museum of Australia in Canberra; and
Tel Aviv Museum of Art, amongst others.

In 2008, she completed certifications for the Google
Advertising Professionals program and accepted a
position as the E-Marketing Coordinator for NSU’s
Office of Undergraduate Admissions. In 2011, she
moved to University Relations as the Online Marketing
and Social Media Coordinator and recently took on
new responsibilities as the Online Marketing and Social
Media Manager.

Andon, Stephen
Stephen, originally hailing from Maryland,
received his doctorate degree for Florida State
University in 2011 after writing a dissertation on sports
fans and the materiality of sports memorabilia. His
research interest involve a wide array of topics dealing
with sports and media. Currently, Stephen teaches
speech and debate, persuasion, and social media classes
in the Department of Writing and Communication at
Nova Southeastern University’s College of Humanities,
Arts, and Social Sciences.

She enjoys funny memes, Starbucks, learning about
new technology, and finding ways to collaborate with
students and colleagues around the university.
Collado, Jessica
Born in Miami, Florida, Jessica Muñiz-Collado
received her Master of Fine Arts in Music Composition
from the Vermont College of Fine Arts under the
direction of Emmy-nominated composer Don DiNicola
and jazz pianist/composer Diane Moser. She received
her Bachelor of Music in Percussion Performance
from the University of Miami under the direction of
renowned percussionist/composer, Dr. Ney Rosauro,
Edward “Ted” Adkatz (former Principal Percussionist
of the Chicago Symphony), Latin Percussion Artist
Richard Bravo, and Pearl Drumset Artist Olbin
Burgos, just to name a few. She is both a published and
commissioned composer, and her compositions have
received positive reviews from the Percussive Arts
Society: Percussive Notes Magazine.

Bailey, Jarrod
Jarrod Bailey has always been captivated by stories—on
the big screen, TV, stage, and in books. He’s worked as
a filmmaker, graphic designer, teacher, producer, and
theatrical artist in Chicago, San Francisco, and South
Florida. During the last two years, he was the Logistics
Chair for the Florida Day of the Dead Celebration
and produced the Day of the Dead Clay Animation
Workshop and Screening, a unique interactive program
for creative teens. As Assistant Director of Student
Media at NSU, Jarrod works with students, staff, and
community partners to produce digital media that
enriches student and campus life.

She has worked as a media composer for MundoFox
television series Los Golden Boys (produced by
Oscar De La Hoya and Mario Lopez), Killer Tracks
Production Music, Odyssey Earth Films, and awardwinning N.N. Media Productions, among others. In
addition, she has had the privilege to perform and/
or record with numerous musicians and percussion
artists including Grammy-nominated saxophonist
Steve Elson, jazz vibraphonist Arthur Lipner, Anders
Astrand, Jean Geoffroy, Ney Rosauro, and trumpet
all-star John Walsh. Currently, Jessica is an Assistant
Professor of Music at Nova Southeastern University
where she directs the Mako Band, manages NSU
Mako Records, and teaches courses in music theory,
composition, commercial music, and production.

Besteni, Barb
Barb is the former Director of Integrated Media at
NBC6.com. After nearly 3 years in that role, she
left NBC 6 to pursue opportunities in social media,
marketing, and education. She has also served as
Managing Editor at Local10.com. Barb began her
career in New York, working for both WABC-TV and
Good Morning America. She is currently teaching
Introduction to Broadcast Journalism at Nova
Southeastern University.
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Delawar, Suzanne
Suzanne Delawar, a 24 year old from South Florida,
is widely accepted as the nation’s youngest celebrity
wedding photographer. Her creative eye and
professional work ethic has offered her the opportunity
to capture the weddings of celebrities such as Kevin
Hart and Eniko Parrish, Gabrielle Union and
Dwyane Wade, and Amber Rose and Wiz Khalifia.
She strongly believes that dedication is paramount in
developing ones craft, and this dedication is something
that never runs short at her company Suzanne Delawar
Studios. Ranging from weddings, commercial
photography, music videos and corporate events;
SDS strives to provide clients with a truly unique and
exceptional experience.

Lopez, Brandon
Brandon Lopez kicked off his professional career before
he could even legally vote. Always having a vision in
mind, he set out to pursue his dream while he was still
in high school, making sure to land a coveted college
internship at a TV station in South Florida. Fresh out of
high school, he started as an intern at Venue Magazine
where he climbed the social ladder fairly quickly. By
the time he was 18, he was the Assistant Director of
the Digital Marketing division, running and editing
the magazine’s online content and social media. With
interns under his belt, Brandon was allowed the taste
of success. After leaving Venue Magazine in pursuit of
a career opportunity at WSVN-7, Brandon knew he
was right where he needed to be. He continued to take
college courses, however, he knew that his true success
lied in his ability to network with the right group of
people and hustle as an aspiring entertainment and
lifestyle reporter.

Ducanis, Grace
Grace Ducanis is a senior at Nova Southeastern
University. She is the co-editor-in-chief of The Current,
NSU’s student newspaper. Before taking on this
position, she also worked as news editor and as copy
editor at The Current. Grace’s passion is for storytelling in any medium and she plans to continue her
journey as a writer after graduation.

His time at WSVN was cut short when he was offered
a position at WTVJ as an Associate Producer. At just
22 years old, Brandon has since made a family at NBC
6, enjoying the professional growth he’s experienced
and the opportunities he’s been awarded. He’s covered
red carpet events, such asPremios tu Mundo, Premios
Juventud, The Black’s Annual Gala, and has interviewed
celebrities like Larry King, Halle Berry, Eva Longoria,
Bill and Giulia Rancic, Enrique Iglesias, among other
A-Listers. Brandon was promoted to be the station’s
Social Media Producer, curating content and managing
the station’s social platforms. Most recently, Brandon
worked as the Senior Digital Media Editor at WPBF in
West Palm Beach, where he created digital and social
strategies for several television specials, including the
Florida Senatorial Debate between Marco Rubio and
Patrick Murphy. Brandon continues to work hard at
achieving his life-long aspiration, while giving back to
the community, paying it forward, and spending time
with friends and family

Jeffries, Corvaya
Corvaya’s career in journalism started when she pitched
producing and hosting the first female hip-hop radio
program at Wake Forest University. There, she earned
a BA in Communication with a concertation in media
studies and minor in Women’s and Gender Studies.
After a successful radio run, Presidents Aide induction
and completion of five internships as an undergrad
student, Corvaya landed a job at a production company
in LA. While in LA, she worked as a content creator,
live event host and executive assistant.
While juggling a few steady jobs in media, Corvaya
learned what it meant to be a freelance journalist
writing and contributing to Hot New Hip Hop, Revolt
and Wild Spice Magazine.
Most recently, Corvaya was one of the six budding
media professionals chosen out of a pool of candidates
for Cox Media Group’s competitive Digital Talent
Program. Through the program, she earned a full time
position at the Palm Beach Post as their only Social
Media Reporter. She is currently leading the charge in
social storytelling and reports on everything from why
Silent Disco’s are changing the way adults have fun to
Michelle Obama’s fashion choices. At the Post, she also
has her hand in Digital Platform strategy.

Lutz, Carli
Carli Lutz is a junior at NSU studying art with a
concentration in graphic design and a minor in arts
administration. She is currently the Chief of Visual
Design at NSU’s student-run newspaper, The Current,
where she is in charge of the design and layout of the
newspaper itself. Carli hopes to one day be the head of
her own design firm or be an art director at a magazine
or publisher.

Kopec, Jenna
Jenna Kopec is a sophomore at Nova Southeastern
University. She is the features editor at The Current,
NSU’s student-run newspaper. She’s also worked
at RadioX and SUTV. Recently, Jenna accepted an
internship handling social media and online content
with the Jason Taylor Foundation. Within the coming
years, Jenna plans on further developing her storytelling skills and doing what she loves most--writing.

Lynn, Michael
Mike Lynn is a Freshman Communication Major with
a track in Journalism. Currently he is the Production
Manager at Sharks United Television. He is certified in
Adobe Premiere and has a minor in theatre.

Lehmann, Whitney
Whitney S. Lehmann, Ph.D., is an Assistant Professor
of communication in the Department of Writing and
Communication in the College of Arts, Humanities,
and Social Sciences (CAHSS), where she teaches a
variety of undergraduate courses including public
relations, social media, and mass media. Her industry
experience includes serving as a public relations
manager for Seminole Hard Rock Hotel & Casino in
Hollywood, Florida; social media manager for Miami
International Airport; Web writer and communications
coordinator for Barry University; and reporter for The
Miami Herald.

Lytle, Jaqueline
Jacqueline is a senior communication studies major
with a minor in writing. She is the co-editor-in-chief
of NSU’s student-run newspaper, The Current, and
a student coordinator in the CAHSS Writing Studio.
Upon graduation, Jacquie hopes to obtain a master’s
degree in Composition, Rhetoric, and Digital Media, as
well as a doctorate in Editorial Studies, aspiring to be a
composition professor or editor-in-chief in later years.
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Meskiel- Macy, Marcia
As a yearbook publishing representative for Balfour
(Taylor) Publishing, Marcia covers the Southeast
Coast of Florida bringing award-winning journalistic
practices to yearbook staffs for more than 34 years.
She speaks at national media workshops and is the
founding director of MyMediaSeminars – a host
organization for national scholastic media seminars
at the high school level. A graduate in Journalism
from the University of Iowa, Marcia still returns to the
University of Miami campus as the publisher of The
Ibis, a staff on which she worked back in the 60’s during
her freshman and sophomore years in college, and for
which she now has advised staffs for 17 years.

Muniz, Sheli
Sheli Muñiz is back home in South Florida, where she
says she is “blessed to tell my community’s stories.”
Sheli co-anchors NBC 6 South Florida Today weekdays
from 4:30-7 a.m. and 11 a.m. alongside Eric Harryman,
meteorologist Ryan Phillips and traffic reporter, Kelly
Blanco.
Her passion for morning television began in the library
of her elementary school - the location of a makeshift
studio. She was the morning show anchor, reporting on
the lunch menu.

Serving as Vice President of the Space Coast Chi
Omega Alumni and for the Melbourne Panhellenic
Alumnae Association offers her opportunities to give
back to her communities. Additional she serves on the
Board of Directors for the Melbourne Beach Library,
The Brevard Board for The Children’s Home Society
and Brevard County Symphony Orchestra South
Guild. This desire to give back also shows up in her
international life coach certification, a skill set that
helps to build stronger leadership for publication staffs
regardless of media. Her Project Management business
gathers all of these skills into one bundle as she helps
large and small businesses focus on ‘getting it done’.

Fast forward a number X of years and Sheli again has a
bedtime before the streetlights come on. But she gets to
wake up and do what she loves -- helping you wake up
with a smile and an inspiring story.
Sheli comes to NBC 6 from WKMG-News 6 (CBS) in
Orlando, Florida where she worked as an anchor and
reporter for three years. While in Orlando, she covered
stories that have garnered national attention: a sinkhole
that swallowed a man in his Seffner home, a mother of
three accused of driving her children into the Atlantic,
and the George Zimmerman murder trial. In the
summer of 2015, she was sent to Cuba to report on the
U.S. and Cuba policy change.
Sheli is a proud University of Florida grad whose
passion for journalism led her to Augusta, Georgia
where she was promoted to weekend anchor in the
first month.

Moros, Keren
Keren is an assistant editor at Lifestyle Media Group
where she writes and edits regional lifestyle and
community magazines. She is also a double graduate
of NSU, earning both her bachelors of communication
studies and master’s in writing there. While at NSU,
she held several positions at The Current, the studentrun newspaper, including editor-in-chief, served as a
writing fellow and contributed to NSU magazines. A
daydream believer and self-described “grammar diva,”
Keren is a big fan of unapologetic enthusiasm and
rhetorical effectiveness--both of which she uses every
day at work.

She has been recognized by the Georgia Association of
Broadcasters for her exclusive interview with a serial
rapist who led multiple agencies on a three-county
manhunt. She was also honored with a Georgia AP
Broadcasters Award for best feature reporting.
Sheli says the greatest reward, though, is her family and
the ability to drive a short distance to West Palm Beach
for mom’s Arroz con Gandules. Speaking of food, she
loves it. Always on the lookout for great restaurants ...
and a passport stamp. So, any suggestions?
Send them over.

Muir, David
David I. Muir is a photo-artist living in South Florida.
He has a special love for candid, cultural and lifestyle
photography – signature components of his photo
art exhibitions. He excels at capturing a whole story
through his lens, which often emits strong emotion
from viewers of his work. Muir’s work has qualified for
juried art contests as well as group and solo fine arts
exhibitions. In particular, his critically acclaimed photo
collection, Pieces of Jamaica was celebrated and led to
national and international tours of his photo art.The
book features vivid photographs displaying Jamaica’s
rustic reality juxtaposed with spirited humanity and an
intrinsic beauty found in its people.

Pritchett, Scott
Scott is Business Development Manager for Redline
Media Group, the advertising agency for Hard Rock
Live and Hard Rock Hotels & Casinos. Before joining
the agency world, he spent more than 20 years in the
radio industry-- one of the few, the proud, who actually
studied radio as a career. He began jocking on the
student station at Indiana University Bloomington
during college, and after graduation worked his way
through the radio industry—sales, sales management,
Director of Sales, GeneralManager, and Vice-President
for iHeartRadio (then Clear Channel).

Muir’s 2015 collection, “Portraitic Perspectives,” speaks
to The Color of Beauty – a story not commonly told.
He succeeds at displaying REAL as BEAUTIFUL,
striking with his lens against pressures for retouched
images that permeate magazines, billboards and
social media.

Pucillo, Danielle
Danielle Pucillo is a Business Administration major
at NSU. She works at The Current as the multimedia
manager. She handles all of The Current’s social
media sites such as Facebook, Twitter, and Instagram.
She also post articles on the paper’s website, which
uses Wordpress as it’s platform. She has a passion for
business strategy, technology and journalism.

In 2016, his collection, “Performance Perspectives”
displays the culmination of his two loves, Music and
Photography. With this collection, Muir works to reveal
the artistry of performance through his mastery of
available light photography. He cherishes the challenge
of using unpredictable and variant light sources during
concerts and other live performances to create images
which describe moments in time artistically.
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Renolds- Srot, Carol
Carol Reynolds-Srot is the associate editor/copywriter
in the Office of Publications at Nova Southeastern
University. Before that, she held several positions at
The Miami Herald including news editor, assistant city
editor, and copy desk chief. Reynolds-Srot also was a
senior copy editor for the South Florida Sun-Sentinel
and an assistant editor in features at Newsday, a daily
paper on Long Island in New York. Her career spans
three decades and includes jobs as a business reporter,
magazine editor/writer, and freelancer. She is currently
pursuing a M.A. in Composition, Rhetoric, and Digital
Media, here at NSU.

Segal, Kim
Kim Segal spent 24 years working for CNN as a
journalist and manager; she has been sent to cover
stories all over the world. Kim as managed staff and
covered stories such as the war in Iraq, genocide in the
Balkans, presidential campaigns in the US, and natural
disasters like the earthquake in Chile and Hurricane
Katrina. Most recently, Kim was the site manager for
the CNN anchor position in Washington, DC during
the network’s 2013 inauguration coverage. Her byline
can be found on CNN.com and on websites of CNN
affiliates around the country. After years of covering the
legal system and famous trials such as the Oklahoma
City Bomber, O.J. Simpson, the Unabomber and
recently the trial of George Zimmerman she recently
left the news business to pursue a career as a
public defender.

Rivas, Aidan
Aidan Rivas is a sophomore Communications Major
with a focus in Digital Media Production and a minor
in Graphic Design. He works at NSU’s student-run
newspaper, The Current, as the Assistant to the Chief
of Visual Design. He’s in charge of minor graphics and
the layout of the paper. He plays an excessive amount
of video games and watches an excessive amount of
movies and is ready to spread the knowledge he has!

Selig, David
David Selig has been Sports Editor at the Sun Sentinel
since April 2015. He moved to South Florida after
four years at The Baltimore Sun, where he was Deputy
Sports Editor. David was also Sports Editor at The
Winchester Star in Northern Virginia and worked for
a group of weekly papers in the Boston suburbs after
graduating from the University of Maryland. He is a
native of Stoughton, Mass., and now lives in
Fort Lauderdale.

Saltz, Howard
Howard Saltz was named Publisher and Editor-inChief of the Sun Sentinel Media Group in March,
2016. In this new role, he’s responsible for content
in all products, in all formats, in a platform-agnostic
newsroom. He’s also responsible for the day-today business of the company, including overseeing
Directors from each division.

Vaganova, Alexandra
Alexandra is a dynamic, innovative graphic and web
design creative professional with diverse experience
in all aspects of art production, web-site development,
and social network brand presence development. She
worked at various design agencies, well as an in-house
marketing specialist in New York, Boston, and Miami.
She is currently the IT and Digital Media Director for
NSU’s Office of Student Media.

He joined Sun Sentinel as Editor in 2011 and led the
Sun Sentinel to its first Pulitzer Prize: the 2013 Gold
Medal for Public Service, considered journalism’s
highest honor. The Sun Sentinel newsroom has been
cited as one of the country’s most innovative in
integrating digital and print journalism.
Saltz worked for 25 years for Dean Singleton’s
MediaNews Group. He was Editor of some of the
smaller papers in that company, then landed as Deputy
Managing Editor of the flagship Denver Post in the
‘90s. He became that newspaper’s first digital editor
at a time when no one – including Saltz – knew what
that meant. He joined MediaNews Group’s corporate
staff in 2006 as Vice President for digital content. The
job entailed working with editors and publishers at
the company’s 55 daily newspapers to develop digital
strategies.

Villarroel, Samantha
Samantha Villarroel is a sophomore at NSU. She is a
double major in Communication and Theatre. She
currently works for SUTV as an editor and has been
part of numerous projects. She hopes in the future to
work for production companies.

Born and raised in New York City, Saltz is a graduate
of the State University of New York. He studied math,
mostly, plus history and journalism.

Zavarce, Andres
Andres Zavarce is a MBA with a concentration in
Business Intelligence at Nova Southeastern University,
currently he holds the position of Station Manager at
SUTV. Currently his interests are mainly focus in Social
Media Marketing and eCommers.

Saltz is chairman of the Dean’s Advisory Board at
Florida International University’s School of Journalism
and Mass Communication. He is a frequent speaker at
universities and to community and industry groups.
He has been a Fellow at USC’s Annenberg School for
Communication & Journalism.
Saltz lives in Delray Beach with his wife, Sari Padorr, a
former TV reporter whose first book was published by
HarperCollins in 2015, and their 14-year-old daughter.
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